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Handcrafted In Lancashire Since 1927



Since our 1927 foundation in Manchester, England Burgess Beds has established a proud history 
and heritage in the manufacture of the very best in beds and mattresses.

To this day our dedicated team of highly skilled technicians strive to uphold the very values and 
traditions established by our founder Harry Burgess. It is the devotion of Burgess Beds that every 
manufacturing and design process is carried out to the highest possible standard and backed by our 
industry leading ten year guarantee. We believe that “in the tradition of Harry Burgess”, owning a 
Burgess is something to cherish and be proud of. This is why any product, regardless of price point 
is created using the finest materials, attention to detail and craftsmanship.

You spend a third of your lifetime in bed, so choosing the correct mattress is paramount. Spend as 
much time as possible lying on the bed. Don’t be hurried. Feel the comfort, choose the fabric, make 
the bed bespoke to you. We are all individuals and buying a new bed is an important decision. If 
sufficient time is spent on the selection then you can enjoy the benefits of your new bed for years.

It is our mission and passion that Burgess Beds create “pound for pound – the very best Beds and 
Mattresses available in the market”.

No matter what your budget, there is a beautiful Burgess product to meet your needs.
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Classic
The New Windsor

C O L L E C T I O N
A newly designed Classic Range, a Burgess in every sense of the word but at a new more competitive 
price level. There really is a Burgess for every home.

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 1000 Individually 

pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Mattress Ticking 

offering chemical free protection up 
to Crib 5

 Deep luxurious Layers of Bonded 
Cotton

 Double Layer of Hypoallergenic 
White Fibre

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand 

side stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched 

handles
 Hand tufting using rose 

bud tufts

The amount of sleep required by the average person is five minutes more – Wilson Mizener



The New Blenheim

TENSION: Soft, Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 1500 traditional honeycomb 

nested pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage 

Mattress Ticking 
offering chemical free 
protection up to Crib 5

 Hessian
 Multiple layers of 

Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of 

resilient white fibre
 Pure new lambswool

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched 

handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts

“Are you still mad at me?”
“Yes”
“I’ll go back to sleep then”
“Good”
–  EL James



The New Winchester

TENSION: Soft    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

The New Buckingham Pocket

Supported by
 2000 Binary Springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Mattress 

Ticking offering chemical free 
protection up to Crib 5

 Hessian
 Multiple layers of Bonded 

Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient 

white fibre
 Pure new lambswool

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched 

handles 
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts

TENSION: Firm or Extra Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 1000 traditional honeycomb 

nested pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Mattress 

Ticking offering chemical free 
protection up to Crib 5

 Natural Coir Fibre Insulator
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white 

fibre

Finished with
 4 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Original Burgess Traditional 

rolled edge. Hand stitched to 
give extra support all around the 
edge

 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts.Your future depends on your dreams, 
so go to sleep – Mesut Barazany



The New Boadicea

TENSION: Soft, Medium, Firm or Extra Firm    
TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 1500 traditional honeycombed 

pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical free 

Ticking
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white fibre
 Pure new lambswool
 Hand Teased Horsehair,  

Mohair & Silk

Finished with
 3 rows of genuine hand  

side stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles

GrandeC O L L E C T I O N
The Grande Collection offers a beautiful balance of crafting, comfort and performance in spring 
technology combined with a wide range of natural fibres and fillings for added comfort, support 
and breathability with a minimum of three rows of genuine hand side stitching.

The New Lancaster

TENSION: Soft or Medium    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 2400 pocketed springs including 

2 layers of soft start layers of 700 
springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical 

free Ticking
 Hessian Insulator
 Resilient Bonded Cotton
 Lambswool
 Wool, Cashmere & Silk

Finished with
 3 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud tufts

Laugh and the world laughs with you, snore and you sleep alone – Anthony Burgess



The New Sandringham

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 3000 Binary pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 

chemical free Ticking
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white 

fibre
 Pure new lambswool
 Cashmere
 Silk

Finished with
 3 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts

The New Balmoral

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 3000 Binary pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 

chemical free Ticking
 Natural Coir Fibre Insulator
 Multiple layers of Bonded 

Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white 

fibre
 UK FR Compliant Latex

Finished with
 3 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts

Early to bed and early to rise, 
makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise – Benjamin Franklin



The New Chartwell

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 3000 Binary 

pocketed springs 

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical free Ticking
 Loose long stranded hand teased hair, silk and 

mohair
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white fibre
 Pure new lambswool

Finished with
 3 rows of genuine hand 

side stitching
 Embroidered flag 

stitched handles
 Hand tufting using pure 

worsted wool tufts

One of the nicer things in life 
is that we must regularly stop 
whatever we are doing and 
devote our attention to 
sleeping – Harry Burgess 1927



AutographC O L L E C T I O N
Generous layers of the finest natural fibre fillings combined with thousands of unique luxury 
‘Binary’ pocketed springs to ensure that this collection offers the ultimate in luxury, comfort and 
support for truly restorative sleep. With embroidered labels and handles and ‘all natural’ fillings, 
the Autograph really is the ultimate in sleep luxury.

The New Highgrove

Supported by
 4,000 total pocketed 

springs 
 2000 Binary pocketed 

core springs plus
 2 x 1000 soft start 

layered support 
pockets 

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical free 

Ticking
 Loose long stranded hand teased hair
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Multiple layers of resilient white fibre
 Pure new lambswool
 Hand Teased Mohair & Silk

Finished with
 4 rows of genuine hand 

side stitching
 Embroidered flag 

stitched handles
 Hand tufting using pure 

worsted wool tufts

TENSION: Medium    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Sleep is the golden chain that ties health and our bodies together – Thomas Dekker



The New Savoy

TENSION: Soft or Medium    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Supported by
 Total 6,000 

pocket springs
 2000 Binary 

springs
 2 x 2000 layered 

support springs

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical free Ticking
 Loose long stranded hand teased hair
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Super Resilient PLA Bonded Wool
 Pure new lambswool
 Cashmere
 Hand Teased Mohair and Silk
 Wool Borders

Finished with
 5 rows of genuine hand 

side stitching
 Embroidered handles and 

covers
 Hand tufting using pure 

worsted wool tuft

Always have a good pair of shoes and a good bed, 
because if your aren’t in one, you are in the other – Harry Burgess



The New Provenance

TENSION: Soft or Medium    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Finished with
 6 rows of genuine 

hand side stitching
 Embroidered flag 

stitched handles and 
cover

 Hand tufting using 
pure worsted wool 
tufts

Upholstered using
 Burgess Heritage Crib 5 chemical free Ticking
 Loose long stranded hand teased hair
 Organic Cotton
 Organic wool
 Hand teased British Platinum wool
 Multiple layers of Bonded Cotton
 Alpaca
 Wool, Cashmere & Silk
 Mohair
 Natural Wool Borders

Supported by
 2000 Binary pocketed 

core springs plus 
multiple layers of 
2000 support filling

 Total 10,000 springs

When people tell me “you’re going to regret it”, I sleep until noon 
– because I’m a problem solver



Organic
Organic 3000 Mattress

C O L L E C T I O N
An exclusive range of Soil Association Certified Mattresses with Organic components. With no 
chemical treatments or pesticides used in the manufacturing and farming processes, this collection 
also offers unrivalled comfort and support as wel as three different spring options.

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

Certified as made with 92% Organic 
materials according to Global Organic 
Textile Standards
Licence number DK22314

Supported by
 3000 Binary pocketed 

springs

Upholstered using
 GOTS certified Organic Flax
 GOTS certified Organic Cotton
 GOTS certified Organic Wool
 GOTS CERTIFIED ORGANIC 

TICKING WHICH IS NATURALLY 
FIRE RETARDANT

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand 

side stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched 

handles
 Hand tufting using 

rose bud tufts

“When people tell me ‘you’re 
going to regret that in the 
morning’, I sleep until noon 
because I’m a problem solver.”



Organic 1500 Mattress

Organic 1000 Mattress

TENSION: Medium or Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

TENSION: Soft, Medium, Firm or Extra Firm    TURNABLE: Regular turning is required

We are all such stuff as dreams are made on; 
and our little life is rounded with a sleep – William Shakespeare

Supported by
 1500 traditional honeycomb 

nested pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 GOTS certified Organic Flax
 GOTS certified Organic Cotton
 GOTS certified Organic Wool
 GOTS CERTIFIED ORGANIC 

TICKING WHICH IS NATURALLY 
FIRE RETARDANT

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud tufts

Supported by
 1000 traditional honeycomb 

nested pocketed springs

Upholstered using
 GOTS certified Organic Flax
 GOTS certified Organic Cotton
 GOTS certified Organic Wool
 GOTS CERTIFIED 

ORGANIC TICKING WHICH 
IS NATURALLY FIRE 
RETARDANT

Finished with
 2 rows of genuine hand side 

stitching
 Reinforced flag stitched handles
 Hand tufting using rose bud 

tufts



Mattress Toppers
Hand filled and blind tufted our range of mattress toppers provide exquisite comfort by resting on 
top and helping preserve the life of your mattress.

HORSE HAIR & ORGANIC WOOL
Filled with layers of loose hand teased horse hair and 

Organic wool finished in our Heritage Ivory ticking. 
Our most luxurious topper.

POLYCOTTON  
REBOUND

Filled with polyester bonded with 
cotton, great for revitalising an 

existing mattress

L AMBSWOOL  
& COTTON

Filled with layers of cosy lambs wool 
and cotton which can help regulate 

your temperate



The finest materials 
Wherever possible, Burgess use natural upholstery fillings. Understanding these fillings and their particular 
qualities is what makes Burgess renowned for product quality and longevity.

Alpaca offers unique properties which make it an ideal material for use in high quality sleep solutions. It is warm, 
has no lanolin, is hypoallergenic and have a beautiful soft handle.

Cashmere is the wool or fur of the Kashmir goat and offers unique softness as a durable filling and comfort layer.

Cotton plant fibres offer softness and breathability making cotton comfortable in hot weather. Coir is a very tough 
and elastic fibre which is a by-product of the coconut and is naturally adaptive to the human body.

Flax is one of the oldest fibre crops in the world and is extracted from the skin of the stem of the flax plant. As a 
filling, it absorbs and releases humidity quickly.

Loose Long Stranded Curled Horsehair, when hand teased, is one of the best filling materials available, being 
very resilient, highly durable and with an inherent ability to recover to its original shape. The process of hand 
teasing further enhances the natural characteristics and creates a more breathable and luxurious filling.

Hessian is derived from the skin of the Jute plant and is used for insulating the mattress spring offering breathability 
without affecting the free movement of the spring.

Horsehair is taken from the mane and tail and is the strongest, longest and most coarse natural fibre with an open 
core. Creating a natural micro climate, it transports humidity away from the body. Hair is twisted to make millions 
of resilient micro springs which come to life with hand teasing.

Latex is a natural material produced from the sap of the rubber tree (Heves Brasiliensis) and has an in-built 
recovery memory keeping the mattress plump and with a springy feel. Latex is hypoallergenic and is naturally 
resistant to mould and mildew.

Mohair from the Angora goat is a highly sought-after fibre offering a soft and luxurious feel. This fine wool-like 
fibre offers insulation and durability.

Pure New Lambswool is an ideal soft and supportive comfort layer providing warmth in colder months and 
cooling in warmer months.

Silk is one of the oldest and most sensuous materials offering luxury and an in-built micro climate.

Wool is natural, sustainable and strong with inherent insulating and fire retardant proper ties. This versatile fibre 
is also biodegradable and hypoallergenic.

1,000 SPRING

3,000 SPRING

1,500 SPRING

4,000 SPRING

2,000 SPRING

6,000 SPRING

2,400 SPRING

10,000 SPRING

Unique spring combinations for perfect support
Burgess offer different pocket springing systems within their mattress ranges and when combined with the finest 
fillings, offer unrivalled support
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3’0 x 6’3  
90 x 190cm

4’6 x 6’3  
135 x 190cm

5’0 x 6’6  
150 x 200cm

6’0 x 6’6  
180 x 190cm

SOFT

MEDIUM

FIRM

EXTRA FIRM

SIX

FIVE

FOUR

THREE

TWO

TURN MATTRESS

LATEX

NATURAL BORDER

SILK

CASHMERE

PURE NEW LAMBSWOOL

NATURALLY BONDED 
WOOL / COTTON 

HYPOALLERGENIC 
RESILIENT WHITE 
FIBRES

HAND TEASED  MOHAIR

HAND TEASED SILK 

HAND TEASED ALPACA

LAYERS OF BONDED 
COTTON

HAND TEASED WOOL 

ORGANIC WOOL

ORGANIC COTTON

CURLED LONG 
STRANDED HORSETAIL

HESSIAN

ORGANIC FLAX

COIR

STRETCH INSULATOR

TUFTS
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